#PancakeDayForCancerRelief

Pancake Day For Cancer Relief
Games

Here are a few games for your Pancake Day FUNdraiser!

Pancake Stack
Use cardboard from a cardboard box to cut
out a stack of pancakes. Ask pancake
related questions. I pancake for every right
answer, the winner is the one with the
highest stack!

Pancake Race
Each contestant must try cross the race space with a
cardboard pancake on their head. Each time they complete
the distance without losing their pancake, add another to their
stack! OR give each contestant a saucepan and a cardboard
pancake. How many times can they toss the pancake before
reaching the finishing post?! If a pancake falls out of the pan,
you have to return to the start!
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Flip the Pancake Memory game
Make a stack of cardboard pancakes as above. Draw
a letter, number or shape on pairs of pancakes
(decide on the appropriate number according to the
age of your children), or use matching stickers if you
prefer. Turn all the pancakes face down and shuffle
them around. Now take turns using a fish slice to
turn two pancakes over at a time, trying to find
matching pairs.

Pancake Drop
Place a frying pan on the floor and stand with a stack of
cardboard pancakes over it. Now try to drop the
pancakes right into the pan. Count up the pancakes to
find the winner!

Pancake Toss
Provide each participant with a saucepan and a pancake. Set a
timer for 1 minute and see how many times they can toss their
pancake!

https://www.activityvillage.co.uk/pancake-day
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